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IT CAME FROM

AND THEN THEY RAN...
Peggy Plunkett! Nurse

Crystal Francis!

Missy Clough!

Advance Office

Linda Fatherree!

Night Security

Bryan Miller & Katie Byars

Dial 1-800-OLD-PHÔN

Need to make a call?
TEACHING ASSISTANTS

LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM: LINDSAY JACKSON, SHALINI BETHALA, SOLOMON CARTER, CAITLIN MORRIS, ATSHA NASEEM, KYLE GRUNWALD, TARYN RAMSEY, JASON HARRIS, KATHRYN SVOBODA, HUNTER CHEN, JACOB ABRITTON, ELLEN SCHWERT, NATHAN PHAM, AMY LIN (TA) and MR. RALPH McCORRY (INSTRUCTOR)

IN A SQUATTING, LEFT TO RIGHT, BOTTOM LEFT: HEIDI SHORT, MARIE LEEFEH, KARLI PATEL, KIRK BARNETT, KRIST BASS, MATTE MARTHAN, ANNE CHIU, KELLY CHAN, JEFF FOCKER, AMY LIN, LINDA FOCKER, SARAH BROWN, BRIAN 354, APRIL ABRITTON, ASHER BAREL AND BRENNAN ALLEN

KNEELING, SQUATTING ETC.: ALYSSA LARE, RONAK PATEL, AMBER WYATT, AMBER GORDON, KOURTNEY KENNEDY STANDING, LEFT TO RIGHT: MARCI MCMANEN, MR. MARTITA CECCHINI (INSTRUCTOR), JILL MILLER, LIZ ROBERTS, MATT HUDSON, JACOB LANTIER, SIDHARTH PURI, NICHOLAS SPELLE, CHILLI STAPLETON, LAM TRUONG

ALGEBRA 1-A!
ALGEBRA 1-A!
**Algebra!**

Left to right, top to bottom: Sarah Rahman, Sun Min Lee, Brian Mullen, Hope Mayer, Amanda Anderson, Sumodh Deoras, Caelyn LeBlanc, Jeff Liu, Ravi Shah, Sarah Catherine Spillers, Rex New, Dallas Robertson (Instructor), Bobby Wallace, Kanishk Solanki, Brian Lessig, Kevin Liu, Riaz Ullah and Kristy Bass (TA)

**Chemistry!**

Left to right, top to bottom: Peek-a-Boo Jansen Smith, Cecilia Chan (TA), Ashley Bailey, Daniel Lusk, Chris Hynes (Instructor), Carol Shih, Brandes Ramsey, Chaitanya Nandipati and Jessica Greene

**Biology!**

Left to right, top to bottom: Alice Tseng, Paden Reitz, Bobby Chaudhry, Robert Cato, Gautam Sane, David Lambert (Instructor), Manasa Davuluri, Cindy Cheng, Brennan Arden (TA), Kyle Boudreau, Teni Li, A Nameless Cadaver, Dominique Bartholomew, Frankie Aymond, Catherine Calhoun, Sherry Liu, Adam Rutka.

Below the Nameless Cadaver: Brave, Brave Timothy Chao

**Computer Science!**

1st Row: James Vanderslice, Stanley Chen, Sam Kuhar, Kenneth Leu and Thomas Antony
2nd Row: Cap'n Brian Sea (TA), Andrew Watley, Ben Sterner, Edward Tran, Vini Ramasamy and
Mr. David Andersen (Instructor)
3rd Row: Brien Gale, Aaron Copperberg, Alan Mitchell and Adam Lofton
4th Row: Michael Schafer, Jesse Tannahill and
Patrick Simmons
CREATIVE WRITING!

KNEELING: BRITTANY ZETO, TALA BANESTON and SUR YOUNG KANG
STANDING: TALA A.LY ALVAREZ
MIDDLE ROW: LEFT HALF: LEFT TO RIGHT: SNEHA, PRASONKUMAR, AMY HILL, ABHITA BERRY AND TARA DOUCET
RIGHT HALF: LEFT TO RIGHT: MICHAEL BARDWELL, RYAN MAFFEI
BACK ROW: LEFT TO RIGHT: ANN STRASSNER, AND THE IRRESISTIBLE ANN GLAVIANO
FRUSTRATED AT THE UNNECESSARILY COMPLICATED NATURE OF THIS DESCRIBITION:
DR. GLAYTON DELERY (INSTRUCTOR) AND CAT COLLINS

CRIMINAL JUSTICE!

IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER: CONNIE LALONDE, KRISTINA MEYER, SARAH STANSBURY, EMILY ATWIND, KATIE CHANG, RAHEAN DURABLEJII, MICHAEL BARRON, AARON BROWN, MAUREEN SCOTT, SHANE SHAIDI, BERINGA LUI, LINDSEY WELCH, SINTHANA UMANKANTHAN, STEPHEN POWERS, MEG SHOHT (TA), and DR. STEVE RUSSIER (INSTRUCTOR)

FILM STUDIES!

FRONT ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT: SARAH BREWER, WILL HEHEMANN, MICHAEL GLAVIANO and KYLE BOURDEAUX
MIDDLE ROW: MADELINE ARIVETT, PATRICK COLVIN, LIZ HURST, ASHLEY BECKETT (TA), BECKY ELLIOTT, JEANNIQUE DARBY and BRITTANY COOPER
BACK ROW: KIRAN HERTMY, RUSSEL SCHAFER, MATT TERRELL, DR. RODNEY ALLEN (INSTRUCTOR) and CHRISTINA ALBRIGHT

GEOMETRY!
Nicole!

Front row: Amanda Blakey, Frankie Aymond, Nicole Bourgeois (RA), Katie Chang, and Kirsten Deitrick.

Smothered with love: Ashley Bailey

Ben!

In no particular order: Jacob Albritton, Michael Barron, Omete Bw'Obega, Timothy Chao, Michael Claviano, Alexander Harber, Jacob Lantier, Young Lee, Ronak Patel, Sidharth Puri, Nicholas Spiller, Jesse Tanahill, and Ben Wood (RA).
KATIE!

TOP ROW: ELIZABETH "HELGA" KOERBER, SARAH DENDY, GEORGETTE LANE WITH JANE BOCCHINI BEHIND HER, BECCA GRIMILLION, BRITTNI SCHUGS, HOPE MAYER and CHRISTINA ALBRIGHTON.

THE LADIES UP FRONT: ALY NEVAREZ, KATERINA BYARS (MA) and MAANASA DAYALURI.

Shannon

TOP ROW: MEAGAN MILLER, BRITTANY COOPER and CATHERINE COLLINS
IN THE MIDDLE: REBECCA ELLIOT, MARIKIT, JEANNIQUE DARBY and CASEY GREENE
FRONT ROW: SAMANTHA KUHN, CATHERINE CALHOUN, AMANDA ANDERSEN and SHANNON ARMSTRONG (MA).

ADVANCE

BRYAN!

FRONT ROW: MATT TERRELL, BRYAN MILLER (MA), PATRICK COLVIN and KIRAN HELFERTY
MIDDLE ROW: RUSS SCHAFER, WRIGHT KENNEDY, SUMEDH DEORAS and BRANDES RAMSEY
BACK ROW: PATRICK DECKER, CHAITANYA NANDPATI, DEVIN "DOLEMITE" BROUANT and TENACIOUS "P" NACCARI SURPRISED BEYOND REASON: KANISHK SOLANKI

GO HOME HAPPY.
[and maybe a little crazed]
my face says more than any t-shirt could.

We're not Arrogant
We're Just Superior
My feet have buried themselves in the sand,
Warmed by the summer sun.
They have felt the cool tiles on their soles
After a steamy shower
And raised their heels to help me peer over the
Kitchen counter
With my eyes bright,
And wide open.
My feet have been in the presence of majestic mountains
And walked alongside ants on a dirt road.
They have worn a variety of shoes
But have yet to find their glass slipper.
My feet have danced to the music of my soul
And kicked wildly in fits of untamed anger.
My knees have buckled under my weight
But my feet were there to catch my fall.
Thank you,
Feet,
I'm grateful for your guidance,
From my head down to
My toes.
Everyone in strings.
(except for that guy)

ADVANCE

Reasons to drink water:
1. It's so good for you.
2. Paul likes it when your thirst is quenched.
3. It's important to keep Paul happy.

A WORD FROM YOUR
H2O POPO

ADVANCE

THINKERS WANTED
the ADVANCE Ball

...a story without words (well, almost)...

happy happy happy!! falafla

the end.
t-shirt with "flaming turtle" logo: $10
orange shoelace and i.d. tag: $3
notebook and pen for class: $6

getting busted by R.A.s for PDA in the courtyard: priceless

2002 ADVANCE program for young scholars

there are some things money can't buy ☀️ for everything else there's ADVANCE

LOST! one L.A. drivers license
not sure where last seen - if found or if not found please send five emails a day and/or virtual bouquet to following email address: fockjef@iit.edu.

2420 Lost and Found

DONT DRINK AND DRIVE
DONT LITTER LOUISIANA

PERSONAL DRIVERS LICENSE
FOCKEY 7/17/1970 NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119

министра государственной безопасности Луизианы
Like the ancient nifty gates of a choked haunted house, the steel door before him swung open, lethargically, perversely taking its time. Before Richard was a small, drafty room, a square with a few pieces of complex machinery and an elevated, metallic platform in the center. A redundant mechanical hum lingered in the air. A short, boring-looking physician, clad in a white coat and shielded emotionally by thick, dark eyeglasses greeted him with a silent stare, and Richard shuddered as the figure raised an exceptionally threatening syringe. The otherwise motionless eyes of the machine were fiery, burning through, an auburn streak of transparent, wortle-green liquid shot out of the top of the needle, inducing Richard to jump with surprise. The doctor then positioned himself beside a large cot that lay upon the platform, and immediately Richard was moving again, by the force of the two inseparable sides at his side. They rigorously hoisted him up, and laid him down upon the horrific contraption, the cot had an uncomfortable in comparison to the bed inside his cell. He how to yearned to be back, sole inside the stone walls of his home away from home, and he reveled in his native nostalgia as he was naively, painfully secured to the undesirable cot. The two men finally eased their grasp on Richard's now-throbbing arms, and he was recalled to the present as the new pain became evident. The horrific doctor lowered over his immovable body, which now lay prone and helpless.

Finally, the white-clad apparition spoke, thus braking the insensate spell of mechanical humungous.

"Him," the doctor grunted, easing the man stripped down onto the cot before him. He continued in a thin, unannoyed voice.

"What's this one here for?"

"Murder, first degree," one of the guards eagerly intoned. "Stabbed a guy seventeen times in the back. In cold blood. Out of a passion for... killing things."

The doctor acknowledged this information with a nod, then looked down upon Richard's horribly frightened face with a grin.

"How interesting," he muttered, covering very close to a chuckle. "My passion lies in killing things too."

Suddenly, the platform began to bowl and quiver, and Richard found himself and the doctor being pitched up higher and higher, until he had to crane his neck to see the two brassy security guards. The small man standing above him flicked a switch somewhere beneath the cot, and a blinding sheet of white lights made their presence known, forcing Richard to blink uncontrollably. Gushing irritated by the spasmodic movements of his patient's head, the doctor grasped for another strap at the end of the cot, and secured Richard's cranium tightly to it. Now Richard wanted to see what was going on, but he couldn't, for fear of being further pained by the harsh light above him; he wanted to scream as well, but no sound came out.

"Here's a little bit we stole from Kafka," said the doctor, and Richard gagged as a clamp, stinking piece of felt was shoved unapologetically into his mouth. Then a few seconds of silence, no movement or sound around him, only the cold humming of the machinery and the echo of his heavy breathing in his own tortured mind... and then, a needlepoint against the skin of his right forearm.

Deeper and deeper it went, more and more did the pain surge through his immovable body, more and more did the doctor perfect his weightless move, more and more did he feel like he wasn't supposed to go yet, it just wasn't his time, fading fast, grasping desperately for a hold of reality, quickly, helplessly sliding down, losing all control...

And then, just as quickly as the needle left his skin, the scene faded back into the warm, sunny doctor's office it had once been. The cold grey of the stone walls became the unthreatening pastel wallpaper it had been all along, the rude fluorescent light hovering above became the sun gently seeping through the curtained windows, the unnerving, eerie logic of the bizarre physician fell away, becoming the warm smile of Dr. Maranelli. The doctor lay the syringe down upon the tray beside him, wiping off the tip with a small cloth and recapping it, slipping its casing back over it and.

"Well," he said, with an expectant grin, "we're all done here. You'll be back to see me in the next two months?"

Richard rose, slowly exiting his haze. "Yeah."

"Ok," the doctor added, looking concerned, "you're absolutely sure you don't want me to refer you to anyone as far as the... the photos going, aren't you? I know some people who are renowned for treating... problems of that..." He struggled to find the least imposing words. "Caliber."

"Nope," said Richard. "That went well, I think. No problems at all." He got up off the cot and ambled out of the room, all the while thinking, they didn't get their hands on me next time.

"They didn't expect it to end that way..."
Who IS that?

COLOR BY NUMBER!
1. blue
2. beige
3. brown
4. green
5. orange
6. white

GAME INCLUDES:
- 1 Freshly laminated l.d.
- 50 reusable sign in/out sheets
- 4 packs of peanut butter & cheese snack crackers
- and much, much more!!!

BIG JOHN BIRCH IS WATCHING YOU.
WHERE YOUR ACADEMIC DREAMS COME TRUE...

LSMSA: THE LOUISIANA SCHOOL FOR MATH, SCIENCE AND THE ARTS

- state-sponsored residential high school for academically and artistically talented juniors and seniors
- extensive advanced curriculum in math, science, humanities and creative/performing arts
- college admissions and scholarships: the Louisiana School advantage
- an outstanding team of scholar-teachers

www.lsmsa.edu
1-800-239-3173
See your school guidance counselor for more information.

SPECIAL THANKS TO:

- Northwestern State University
  Dr. Randall J. Webb, President
- Louisiana Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
- Louisiana School for Math, Science, and the Arts
  Dr. Pat Widholm, Director
- Chuck Stoker
- Cleco Corporation
- Peoples State Bank
- Dr. J. Drew Moore
- Domino's Pizza
- CenturyTel of Natchitoches
  Ms. Kathy Martin, Manager
- Centennial Wireless
- Debra Nugent, LSMSA Custodial Services
- Northwestern State University Motor Pool
- Louisiana Technical Resources Center
- Parkway Cinema
- Country Lanes Bowling Alley
- Valley Services, Inc.
AND FINALLY...

SHH...

QUIET...

DONE...

THE END